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The	WHY	we	do	it!
➢Why?	Helping	business	to	save	time,	reduce	waste,	protect	the	environment	whilst	preserving	fresh	produce	with	
your	packing	

➢The	Idea	-	Ventilated	Macro	Film	allows	quicker	cooling	of	palletised	produce	at	a	lower	packaging	cost	by	using	
less	film,	whilst	optimising	load	stabilisation	and	reducing	freight	costs	with	superior	load	containment	

➢How	-	The	rate	of	precooling	or	room	cooling	of	fresh	produce	is	increased.	Cooling	the	product	more	quickly	will	
help	ensure	fresh	produce’s	shelf	life	and	quality.	
➢Faster	cooling	times	also	increase	packing	shed	throughput	and	efficiency	with	potential	electricity	cost	
savings	to	farmers	

➢Direct	cost	savings	as	optimising	the	stretch	of	the	film	allows	less	film	to	be	used	per	pallet	
➢Quicker	wrapping	times	using	the	MAS	Pallet	Wrapper,	creating	accuracy	and	efficiency	in	the	packing	shed	
➢Lower	carbon	foot	print	as	less	plastic	is	used	per	pallet	with	the	perforated	film.	The	film	is	100%	recyclable	
➢Less	product	with	the	potential	of	being	dumped	in	land	fill	as	less	film	is	used	per	pallet	
➢Enforces	safer	working	environments	eliminating	manual	handling,	encourages	speed	and	efficiency



The	HOW	we	do	it!

• 	 Packaging Trial – ALDI DC 15.11.2016	

•   The initial trials went well albeit the tension of the wrap was  
slightly too tight causing the top layer cartons to move out of shape.   

•  The tension was adjusted and each consignment subsequently gave  
very good results. Of all the variants, staff agree that these pallets  
wrapped with Macro Wrap only remained straighter and more stable  
when moving with a forklift.   

•  There were no signs of telescoping or realignment at all. Fruit  
ripened evenly with no impediment to airflow. 



Sunset	Farming	into	
Brisbane	showed	

the	same	
acceptable	results	
between	machine	
wrapped	with	
corner	posts	vs.	
machine	wrapped	
with	no	corner	

posts



Process	–	the	how!
• Assessment	of	Propak	Film	for	securing	pallets	of	mangoes	trays	–	
Manbulloo	Ltd,	Katerine	NT	10.2011	

• Fruit	temperatures	were	even	in	all	four	positions	indicating	that	the	
Propak	film	did	not	have	any	adverse	impact	on	cooling,	storage	and	
transport.	The	fruit	in	all	four	positions	precooled	to	below	13°Cin	
app.12	hours	and	remained	constant	at	12.5°C	in	the	storage	room.	All	
fruit	rose	slightly	during	transit	to	Brisbane.	When	placed	in	a	ripening	
room	in	Brisbane	at	22°C,	the	fruit	in	all	positions	rose	at	a	similar	rate.	

• The	Propak	film	did	not	have	any	negative	impact	on	the	rate	of	
precooling.		

• The	Propak	film	secured	the	pallet	load	effectively



Process	–	the	how!

Bottom	of	pallets	with	
Propak	film	showing	

little	movement	of	trays	
during	transport	from	
Katherine	to	Brisbane

Pallet	secured	with	
Propak	film	placed	in	

ripening	room	in	Brisbane



Propak	film	did	not	
block	the	ventilation	
which	is	required	
for	forced	air	

cooling



Process	–	the	how!Independent Report on Propak Industries MAS350 Wrapper with 
Macro Wrap for palletizing and transporting produce in this case 
bananas date 
Compiled by Matthew Oliver, Technical Manager - Banana 
Category 08.2016 

The speed to which the temperature increased and decreased 
is in-line with the expectation and shows that there was no 
measurable reduction in airflow. 
This particular fruit has been placed into a short ripening cycle 
due to a very low volume market, normal ripening cycles would 
only subject the fruit to set temps below 18°C.  
As that is the case, this is a perfect test to determine airflow 
performance. 
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Waste	
reduction	is	
significant	
2.2kgs	to	
96gms	

Safer	to	apply	
and	remove	–	
no	damage	to	
carton	surface



Process	–	the	how!

Assessment of Propak film for securing load stability –  
Woolworths DC Mulgrave 11.2017 

PURPOSE 
To view various types of produce arriving into Woolworths DC and to address concerns with DC employees. 
FINDINGS 
Produce arriving into DC Mulgrave with inconsistency of wrapping which includes standard stretch wrap and various 
forms of ventilated stretch wrap and tape. 
  
Woolworths employees were having to rewrap the bottom of the pallets with standard non breathable stretch film 
which compromises fresh produce as seen in the pictures attached to this report. 
It was noted that the best example of wrapping was provided by VENDOR Flavorite using Vented Macro Wrap however, 
the applying of the wrap by Flavorite was inconsistent.  
PROPOSED SOLUTION  
Propak Industries to conduct further shipment trials to Mulgrave DC combining correct training with Flavorite 
employees to ensure all shipments to Woolworths DC’s meet the required specifications.  
This trial will be used to see if this will satisfy the requirements for future produce shipments to Woolworths DC’s. 
OUTCOME 
Propak Industries was able to satisfy the requirements for produce shipments into Woolworths DC’s. 
NB Flavorite are currently customers of Propak Industries and have access to the correct vented film and  
machinery to meet the required Woolworths specification. 
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The WHAT we do!
The	Propak	MAS	Pallet	Wrapper	&	Macro	Film	combined	-	various	wrapping	patterns







Propak	Mas500	Pallet	Wrapper	using	Macro	Film	to	secure	the	pallet	load	of	stone	fruit.	Notice	the	unique	feature	of	heat	
sealing	the	film	to	the	pallet,	eliminating	tails	and	dags.	

• F



Propak	MAS350	Semi-Automatic	Pallet	Wrapper



Innovative Packaging Solutions

R  EDUCE your expenses with proven results of palletising cost reductions 
E  MBRACE innovative technology to enhance packing of your fresh produce 
S  AVE with load stabilisation confidence and protection 
P  ROTECT the environment with 100% fully recyclable macro film & reduce waste 
E  NGAGE in packaging for tomorrow 
C  ARE improve WH&S conditions & manual labour with easy operation 
T  IME save time and improve productivity


